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ABSTRACT

The design of a Power Conditioning Unit for a This work has been carried out by FIAR with SEP
Field Emission Electric Propulsion (FEEP) System acting as consultant for Propulsion System and
is presented, with special emphasis to North South Thruster operation aspects, in the frame of an ESA
Station Keeping (NSSK) application. ASTP contract.
The propulsion system consists in four thrusters
pairs (two active at a time and two in cold redun- The contents of this paper is as follows:
dancy) each fed by a Thrusted Dedicated Power in chapter 2 and 3 the FEEP features and domains
Supply Module (TDPSM). of application are reviewed; in chapter 4 the FEEP
A Central Power and Control Module (CPCM) pro- system, as designed for a NSSK application, is
vides the bus power distribution, performs the described, with details concerning the functional
operation control of the overall FEEP system and and electrical configuration of each subunit;
exchanges orders and information with the Attitude chapter 5 summarizes the way in which the FEEP
and Orbit Control System (AOCS) and the Ground thruster has been electrically and thermally simu-
Control directly via the On Board Data Handling lated; at the end the tests to which the system
(OBDH) bus. has been submitted and the obtained results are
The development status the achieved results and reported.
the needed further steps toward the flight model
are presented.

2. THE FIELD EMISSION ELECTRIC PROPULSION (FEEP)

The Electric Propulsion objective is to reach
specific impulses much above the chemical propul-
sion capabilities in the spacecraft area.

1. INTRODUCTION The expected benefit is to decrease the propulsion
subsystem mass for a given velocity increment.

Since several years ESA has sponsored the develop- This application is especially studied for
ment of the FEEP system with the objective of geostationary spacecrafts. The North/ South Sta-
creating a flexible and modular electric thruster tion Keeping (NSSK) of these spacecraft require
built up from a number of stacked identical single 500 m/s for 10 years: the chemical propellant mass
slit modules which need to be electrically and corresponding to this dV can reach 20% of the
thermally powered and controlled, spacecraft mass. With electric propulsion, this

mass is only 1% to 2% of the total mass; the dry
The recent encouraging tests results of FEEP mass of the thrusters and PCU must be subtracted
thruster, adopting laboratory power supplies and from this percentage, so the overall gain is 10%
experimental control logic, suggested the idea of to 15%. This gain can be used to increase consider-
considering the high voltage and low voltage power ably the payload; the competitiveness of future
processing and control logic with mentality closer spacecraft will be therefore greatly improved by
to a space application, the use of ion propulsion.
That means to adopt circuits, protection philoso-
phy, components and derating as for flight with In conventional ion thrusters, the ionization is
main goals in miniaturization, efficiency and provided by electron bombardment (Gas Discharge)
reliability. of by R.F. discharge.
The fabrication and operation of a complete PCU FEEP uses the ionization of individual atoms from
system connected to a real thruster under long a liquid surface by an intense electrostatic field.
term test in a vacuum chamber being a relatively This result in two unique advantages:
expensive and critical exercise, the first step
has been to design, manufacture and operate at - no external energy is needed to produce the ions,
Elegant Breadboard level, a complete Power Condi- - the emitted intensity is governed only by the
tioning Unit integrated with a thruster simulator, electrostatic field.
The integration and operation of such a system has
allowed to review and detail the PCU specifi- Thus the FEEP thruster is easily throttleable: the
cation requirements in terms of performances intensity can be varied by two orders of magnitude
and to highlight possible compatibility problem against only a factor three for conventional
areas, thus easing the way to the realization of a thrusters; the intensity risetime is less than 50
fully operational Engineering Model of the entire ms - as recent tests made at ESTEC shown - and is
FEEP system. limited only by hydrostatic phenomena.
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The voltage needed to extract ions is around + 10 - Four DTA's (Dual Thruster Assembly)
KV for the emitter and - 2 to - 6 KV for the accel- - the PCU (Power Conditioning Unit)
erating electrode. By varying this voltage, it is
possible to control the beam intensity. The ion Each DTA includes:
current linear density is 2 mA/cm, it has been - two thrusters
obtained up to 6 mA/cm. The specific impulse is up - one main Cesium tank
to 140.000 Ns/Kg for Ions. The beam contains also - the supporting structure
molecular ions and aggregates so the effective - the neutralizer assembly (two neutralizers with
specific impulse is 50.000 to 80.000 Ns /Kg, by one common tank)
far the highest of all electric propulsion systems. - a optional thruster vector control (TVC)

The PCU includes:
3. FEEP DOMAINS OF APPLICATION - the Central Power and Control Module (CPM)

- four peripheral device (TDPSMs), each connected
FEEP is not only able to work in continuous mode to one DTA
for North/South and East/West Station Keeping but
it can also perform attitude control tasks. The PCU receives orders from the spacecraft AOCS
It can deliver M.I.B. as low as 10 E - 8 N.s, i.e. and from Ground Control; these orders are routed
much smaller than any other system, or be used in by spacecraft digital bus (0BDH).
the proportional mode as well, in order to counter It gives at regular intervals (30 sec.) a data
directly the perturbating forces, stream showing the state of the ion propulsion
FEEP can therefore perform the full attitude and system.
orbit control of a Geostationary spacecraft. The CPCM exchanges data and commands with the
The detailed studies have restricted up to now to pheripherals (TDPSMs) via an optical link.
N.S.S.K. and limited attitude control (wheel un- The CPCM is internally cold redunded; the optical
loading by oneaxis TVC). link and the related interface circuit are

redunded as well and can be driven by both the
CPCM's, so allowing cross coupling.
The four TDPSMs are grouped into two pairs; in

4. THE FEEP SYSTEM FOR NSSK each pair one TDPSM is active at a time, while the
other (its redundancy) is dormant.

Unlike other studies on N.S.S.K. by Electric Pro- The PCU performs the various regulations (tempera-
pulsion, the FEEP study considers the whole Elec- ture, beam intensity, electrodes voltages) needed
tric Propulsion subsystem and not the mounting of to perform the proper thruster operations.
individual thrusters and PCUs on a given space- The PCU is fed by the S/C Power Bus and delivers
craft. Thus the interfaces are simplified and many to the selected ion thrusters the various needed
failure modes can be treated at subsystem level voltages.
before affecting the spacecraft. The integration A short description of the DTA's features and
of FEEP subsystem to host spacecraft means: operation modes, with the consequent requirements
- simplification of control and telemetry interfac- on the PCU, follows.

es
- easy adaptation of thruster to the instant power

level of the spacecraft
- failure mode identification and correction at

the subsystem level for low gravity failures. 4.1. The dual thruster assembly (DTA)
These requirements have a great impact on the
subsystem architecture: single interface unit The thrusters are integrated with propellant tanks
(CPCM) able to receive simple macrocommands either and neutralizers in a DTA unit connected to a
from ground or from on board computer, avoidance TDPSM.
of unbalance torque by synchronization of the two A system study showed that two nodes correction
thrusters operation, fully redundant units (DTA was the best solution for NSSK from the dry mass
and their supplies: TDPSM). The Field Emission and peak power point of view, although one node
Electric Propulsion System for North South Station correction can be also selected if antennas config-
Keeping is constituted by the following subsystems uration dictates it.
(fig. 4.1): Since the individual thruster mass is very low, it

was found more interesting to connect the North
facing and South facing thruster to the same tank
and electrical supply, hence the concept of DTA.

___: The Cesium is stored in a tank, biased at posi-
-- tive high voltage, using a capillary propellant

i" i- management device; each thruster is fed by an--------------- ..------------- electromagnetic valve delivering small Cesium
drops.

S** A smaller tank, near ground potential, feds theI two neutralizers.

A ground shield encloses the whole unit (Figure
... ... , 1. L B 4.2) .

------- ------- -- ---- ------------ « '* *

Fig. 4.1 - FEEP System for NSSK
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SFig. 4.4 - The thruster

The thruster operating point has been chosen among
-. =rm the performance envelope studied during the labora-

Fig. 4.2 - The DTA tory tests.
A relatively low specific power was selected.

Two DTAs are mounted on each side of the space- For the application example studied, the thrust is

craft, which is three axes stabilized and uses I 5 mN nominal (it can be throttled down to 0,5 mN
shaped solar panels. Two other DTAsin cold redun- minimum according to spacecraft or ground require-

dancy, are mounted in close vicinity to the active ments); this is convenient for spacecraft up to
ones. 1000 Kg BOL.

The DTA concept has been also retained for single The other specified parameters are:

node correction, the second thruster being dormant. Specific power = 60 W / mN

The FEEP thruster is essentially modular. A number Emitter voltage = 10 KV

of emitters are stacked together to reach a given Accel. voltage = - 2 to - 6 Ky

thrust (Figure 4.3). Emitter and tank temperature must be maintained
above 30* C during operation
Neutralizer Cathode is heated to 550 *C permanent-
ly to allow fast starting and to avoid thermal
cycling

..... Neutralizer keeper intensity - 200 mA
Neutralizer vaporizer temperature regulated to

S..'....... better than +/- 1 °C at 280 °C
Operating life = 7.000 to 10.000 hours
Expected life - >20.000 hours
Subsystem life - 10 years in orbit
Reliability > 0.9. This reliability requirement
gets redundancy absolutely necessary.

4.2. Thrusters states and operation

The FEEP System can be in different states accord-
ing its function at that moment on the spacecraft
(see fig. 4.5).

Fig. 4.3 - Crossed Cluster
; ;N PCWeQ

The accelerating electrode is maintained with a...,r, ^ o
respect to emitters cluster by two sapphire insula- cs
tors.
The cluster is heated by two resistors to perform
initial outgassing and then to maintain the clus- Ic
:tr above Cesium melting point. - ,£ ***E :

The thruster is very compact and its weight is CLE*AIN& O
below 500 g (Fig. 4.4) -"a r a :

C'-'"
ST

|~~^--L- ----NE- -- "*-'ZEP wAG

Fig. 4.5 - Thruster states diagram
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If it is necessary to switch-off one thruster to
blow off the discharge, the other thruster is also
stopped to avoid torque build up.

During launch the DTA's are inactive and the PCU The trusters parameters are telemeted to ground
unsupplied. every 30 s, this helps to detect abnormal phenome-
Then the CPCM is supplied, the TDPSM's are connect- nons which could escape to the limited on board
ed to the satellite power bus, the One Shot Value intelligence.
is actuated and the bakeout procedure starts:each In addition, it is possible to alter from ground
Emitter is heated above 200 OC for a defined num- some regulation limits in order for example to
her of hours (24 to 48). counter component drift leading to temperature

drift outside the desired range.
Then the thrusters are put in dormant state: all The ground control allows of course for essential
power supplies are out OFF, the TDPSM's unpowered, safety functions like redundant units selection,
the thrusters frozen. main bus relay switch off; these commands are
This condition concerns in general the redundant independent from the other functions.
thrusters or the thruster during eclipse.

The selected thrusters to be ready for operation
are permanently in awake state: the-Tank is heated
above the Cesium melting point and Cesium allowed 4.3 The Thruster Dedicated Power Supply Module
to flow up to the Electromagnetic Valves; the (TDPSM)
Neutralizer Cathodes are heated.

Each TDPSM is supplied by the Power Bus distribut-
Neutralizer-ON: the Neutralizer can be fired alone ed by the CPCM (a 50V + 2% regulated bus as used
to control the spacecraft charging; this can be in the majority of ESA telecommunication S/C) andrequired at any time; Keeper and Neutralizer sup- provides the output voltages required by the con-
plies are ON. nected DTA.

Furtherly the TDPSM implements the microcommands
Thrust-ON : the two selected thrusters are fired coming from the CPCM: the request of acquisition
at the same time, while preliminary Neutralizer of telemetry (TLM) data, the sw commands to switch
iring is automatic; Vaporizers and Emitters are on/off the output supplies etc.

heated at regulated temperatures; Emitters and The TDPSM location on the S/C should be as close
Accelerators are biased, as possible to the DTA in order to minimize theThe intensity of the thrusters can be lower than capacitances and the mass of HV cables, providing
nominal so allowing to reduce the electrical power, that a sufficient thermal control is available.
if needed by the S/C,or different each other to The TDPSM consists mainly in a number of DC/DC
perform attitude correction by differential thrust, converters:
if required by AOCS. - one for Emitters power supply
A special Cleaning procedure is foreseen to re- - two for Accelerators supply
start an Emitter after a long period of stop. - two for Keepers supply
Simple orders trom AOCS or from Ground Control - two for Neutralizer bias.
allcws to change from one steady state to another. - one for the heaters supply and the Electromagnet-
The thrusters are fired at the vicinity of each ic Valves driving
orbit node; the correction can take up to 4 hours - one to provide the auxiliary voltages to all the
at each node and is performed daily. other circuits and to supply the control logic;
The ON and OFF orders can come from the Ground. further it includes:
The, AOCS can require differential thrust for atti- - a digital control logic
tude control purpose without ground call. - a data acquisition subsystem (partially floating
The subsystem can cure by itself a number of fail- at Emitter potential) including some sensors
ures: for example, if a neutralizer is extin- physically located inside the DTA
guished, the other one provides the electron cur-
rent for the two thrusters while attempts are made The general TDPSM block diagram is shown in fig.
to restart the first one (increase of Cesium vapor 4.7, while fig. 4.8 displays the TDPSM Elegant
flow). Bradboard.
If a discharge occurs, several reactions of the
power supply are programmed according to the inten-
sity of discharge.

- , fI r__ II . - - -," , -- I

Fig. 4.7 - TDPSM Block Dia g am
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Fig. 4.7 - TDPSM Block Diagram
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A optimized high voltages switch on/off sequence
The main constraints,taken into account for the has been identified to assure the most reliable
power supplies design,are the regulation character- beam on/off transient: the emitter voltage soft
istics needed, the bus protection, the particular start (analog controlled) and the accelerating
switch-on/off procedures; the voltage soft start (digitally controlled) are
above constraints imposed the solution of indepen- combined as show in a figure 4.9 to minimize the
dent converters. spurious ions bombardment on the thruster elec-
A very reliable (e.g. versus output arcing) elec- trodes.
trical configuration has been generally selected:
a push-pull converter current fed by a buck regula- ,
tor operating in Conductance Control Mode . . ... /
All the converters are synchronized, at 64 Khz - --1* n
the bucks and half this frequency the push-pull /
stages, and inherently current limited. - ---....

Each converter is preceded by an input filter to
minimize the internal interference among convert-
ers and to limit the conducted emission interfer- 1 ,0 '
ence to the bus. '__,

All switching devices are hexfet in order to maxi-
uize the converters efficiency versus operating u i ,
frequency. . .- ,

• Fig. 4.9 - H.V.'s switch-on procedure

4.3.1 Eitter Power Supply (Fig. 4.10)

It provides a fixed regulated +10 KV, delivering
an Emitter current that can change from 0 to 32
mA; the overload capability is up to 350 W.

The overall stability is + 1% and the overall
efficiency above 88% at nominal load. The output

.voltage ripple is intentionally kept relatively
high (80 Vpp) to minimize the stored energy

in the output capacitors (about 50 mJ).

The converter is internally protected against bus
/ _ undervoltage and output over and undervoltage;

moreover the converter topology guarantees inher-
ent protection against overload for undefined time.
A sophisticated protection is present for thruster
Emitter electrode in case of arcing between Emit-
ter and Ground Shield: a h/w circuit performs the
integration of the output current over the time
and switches-off both the Emitter and Accelerator
Power Supplies if this value reaches a safety

Fig. 4.8 - TDPSM Elegant Breadboard threshold; if the spark is short a detection pulse
is sent to the CPCM s/w that, when the sparks rate

Particular care has been devoted in grounding is considered anomalous, automatically halves the
design in order to minimize the EMC problems be- beam current of the two active thrusters. The H.V.

transformer adopts the electrical, thermal andtween analog, digital, L.V. and H.V. circuitry: transformer adopts the electrical, thermal and
full galvanic isolation is assured among power bus mechanical design and technology already qualified

return and secondary ground (thruster) referred in other space programs.

circuitries; a ground star point is used to con- j- ---

nect the various supplies return to the s/c struc- ---- I- --. ,
ture ground. The electrical isolation is achieved
by power transformers designed in such a way to __
minimize the parasitic primary to secondary capaci-
tances, by signal transformers (for analog signal --
exchange) and optocouplers (for digital signals 1' *- ---
exchange). The decoupling, the correct grounding I i.
and the transformers shielding are mandatory forI - -- '
circuits survivability taking into account that L -
discharges of some microseconds to milliseconds I
may occur between the DTA electrodes, random in i
normal operation and particularly in overload.
With the aim of minimize the transients on secon-i
dary line circuitries and the temperature increase , .
on thruster sensitive parts, the energy stored in 'I |,
the cutput filters has been minimized; passivei I -'"
networks on the supply output lines, limit the - \ i
spark overcurrent peaks; particularly for the --
delicate accelerating electrode the protection . ,.
resistor is foreseen to be splitted in two compo- S --
nents, one of them directly mounted on the thrust-
er so to limit the cable loom capacitance dis- Fig. 4.10 - Emitter Power Supply

charge.
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4.3.2. Accelerator Power Supply (fig. 4.11) Moreover the CPCM decide when actuates the valves,
estimating in real time the Cesium consumption on

It provides a variable 0 to -6KV regulated output the basis of the thruster actual monitored parame-
voltage in order to adjust the beam current. ters.
Since the theoretical low for beam current is The valves are operated by short train of pulses
approximately: to avoid Cesium flooding.

in w Vch -Vacc) -b The pusb -pulls are fed via a buck LC current
ti = beam current limiter with the current limitation threshold
Ve - emitter voltage depending on how many outputs are delivered at
Vacc - accelerator voltage that time.
1.7 < n < 3

K,b = constants The overall efficiency of about 90% is achieved at
the beam current can be adjusted by taking con- maximum load conditions (around 50 W).
stant Ve and varying only Vacc, that involves a
well lower power.
The beam current regulation is achieved via two
loops: a fast analogue loop controls the accelerat-
ing voltage; a slower digital loop, controlled by 4.3.5. Telemetries Acquisition Subsystem
the CPCM microprocessor, provides the reference to
the fast loop.
The intelligent supervision guarantees to avoid A set of 26 parameters are acquired by each TDPSM,
overvoltages (e.g. if the emitter is dry). 6 of them at + 10 KV potential:
Because of the low handled power the H.V. section - voltages (emitter, accelerators, keepers, cath-
is realized via a voltage multiplier, odes)
The main performances are: - currents (emitter, neutralizer, accelerator,
- regulation vs bus < 0,02 % structure)
- regulation vs load < 0,02 % - temperatures (emitters and tank at + 10 KV,
- output voltage ripple < 4 Vpp cathode and vaporizer at ground reference)
- short circuit current: 4 mA (for unlimited time) - Argon pressure (at +10 KV),
- efficiency: 70 % at max load (1 mA) - TDPSM baseplate temperature

, - Sparks number (digital)
S- TVC angle (digital)

S- Cesium quantity overflow (digital at +10 KV)

S- L ---- " The parameters, generally acquired by an instrumen-
tation amplifier, are multiplexed and frequency

- " converted.
i Optocuplers for ground referred TLM and optical

S-- - fibers for + 10 KV referred TLM provide the signal
S---transmission to the digital acquisition logic.

--- -- A Cromel Alumel thermocouple, thermally compensat-
ed by the CPCM s/w, senses the high cathode temper-

=-- ___ature (550 to 600 *C); platinum thernoresistances
are used to detect the other DTA temperatures.

Fig. 4.11 - Accelerator Power Supply High precision resistors sense the currents and
voltage dividers are used to monitor the voltages.

A worst case analysis performed to evaluate the
4.3.3. Keeper Power Supply temperature and life variations of the most criti-

cal telemetries, shows the following results (in-
It provides a 100 V regulated output to start the cluding the digitalization error):
Neutralizer discharge or when the Neutralizer - Emitter Temperature: + 3.13 OC
operates in plume mode (10 mA); it limits the - Tank Temperature: + 1.86 'C
keeper current around 200 mA when the Neutralizer - Vaporizer Temperature: + 2.09 °C
operates in nominal condition (spot mode). - Emitter Current: + 1.16 mA

*In nominal condition the efficiency is about 50%,
the output current ripple lower than 1 mApp and
current stability + 3 % over a temperature range
between -20 OC and +60 *C. 4.3.6. Digital Control Logic

The TDPSM control logic is built around an 8 bit
8085 processor that acts as an intelligent periph-
eral "device" of the CPCM (fig. 4.12)

4.3.4 Heaters and Electromagnetic Valves Power
Supply

It provides a set of unregulated, isolated AC
output voltages for the heaters located on DTA and
a set of DC voltages for driving the Electromagnet-
ic Valves controlling the Cesium flow.
Each heater is fed via isolation transformer and
dedicated push-pull; the Emitter and Tank heaters
and supply are + 10 KV isolated.

The CPCM controls the heaters on/off duty cycle in
simple bang-bang mode except tor vaporizer whose
tight regulation and small thermal time constant
require for a PID control.
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MEMORY - one Mini-RTU Section (in the present breadboard
-1/ 0

- s imulated)
SS- ATIS - two Logic Power Supplies (the main and its redun-

dant
- the Direct TLC Interface

S - the High Power Relays Assembly and driving cir-
cuitry.

, __ The CPCM control logic performs the overall manage-

. ncAL TELEMETRY --- ment either of operation and of safety aspects of
-- NEACE ACISITCN the whole propulsion system (4 TDPSMs and 4 DTAs

simultaneously). Its main tasks are:

-P !23 .RK -- «.i. - regulation of ions beam intensity

COUNTER REFERENCE - regulation of the DTAs electrodes temperatures
- Cesium feeding to Emitters
- handling the ON/OFF switching of TDPSM supplies

Fig. 4.12 - TDPSM Control logic - control of the accelerators voltage rate of
change

Its main tasks are: - acquisition and testing of telemetry values from

- handling the communication protocol with the the TDPSM/DTAs with detection of alarm conditions

CPCM - managing of the emergence procedures

- converting the microcommands from the CPCM into - acquisition via the OBDH bus of the operational

elementary ON/OFF commands toward the power commands generated by the Ground Station or by

electronic. the AOCS

- converting the telemetry frequency of the Data - on reception of a command, to control the transi-

Acquisition Subsystem into 8 bit digital words tion of the DTAs from one state to another, by

to be transmitted to the CPCM, upon request, transmitting to the TDPSMs logic sections a set
of microcommands

The control logic hardware consists in:

- a 8085 processor running at 5 Mhz - handling of TDPSMs redundancies

- watch-dog timer - transmitting to Ground on request the acquired

- optical interface toward the CPCM, using the TLMs from TDPSMs/DTAs toghether with information

Manchester encoder/decoder about the overall status.

- telemetry conversion circuitry The logic is built around a 16 bit 8086 CPU, run-

- command interface toward the power supplies and ning at 8 MHz, that utilizes dedicated interfaces

supplies status acquisition register to communicate with the OBDH and with the TDPSMs

The TDPSM software acquires commands from the CPCM, (fig. 4.14). The CPCM's CPU performs a control

executes them and generates the response words, cycle of about 200 ms synchronized by a real time

It has an "event driven" structure, clock, in which some repetitive basic services,
eventual command procedures and alarm procedure

and the needed regulations (based on the set of
acquired data) are carried out. A lot of possible
failures/anomalies inside the DTAs o inside the

4.4 The Central Power and Control Module (CPCM) TDPSMs are detected and recovered by the S/W:
CPCM/TDPSM digital link off, electrodes tempera-

The CPCM (see fig. 4.13) consists in: tures over/underheating, neutralizer in plume

- two CPCM logic sections (the main CPU and its mode, Cesium flooding etc. The recovery procedures

cold redundant) have higher priority of execution than command

- one Optical Interface Section (internally execution and leads the FEEP system into a safe,

redunded) known state so allowing the restart of the opera-
tion when the anomaly disappears or to change-over
to the redunded unit.

N-6

Fig. 3 CPCM Block Diagram
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The communication between the CPCM and the TDPSMs 5. THE THRUSTER SIMULATOR AND CONTROL SYSTEM
is based on a 16 bit bidirectional serial link
with two optical fibers for any TDPSM (four with Purposes of the Thruster Simulator and Control
redundancy), one for each direction in a typical System .are:
star configuration. The protocol is half duplex - to simulate as well as possible the electrical
with the CPCM as master and adopts the self-clock- (static and dynamic) and thermal behaviour of
ing Manchester code. the DTA

The optical link guarantees a highest noise immuni- - to simulate a number of possible failure / anoma-
ty and allows a safe scheme of system grounding, lous conditions of the DTA and of TDPSM sensors
At present the control board is implemented with and heaters

TTL low power technology (except CPU that is N- - to provide orders to CPCM
MOS); the future evolution should be the use of - to store and display the telemetries from CPCM
the HCMOS family (under qualification) consuming - to simulate the missing TDPSMs and DTAs needed
about 3/4 power less. to complete a whole FEEP System for NSSK, by
The CPCM provides the power bus distribution to deducing the data from the hardwired simulated
the different TDPSMs via power latching relays; DTA and from the received telemetries, in order
the present configuration foresees two relays in to provide the correct interface to the CPCM.
series for each TDPSM, one commanded by direct TLC
from Ground and normally permanently closed, the A dedicated Test Station (fig. 5.1), consisting in
other driven by the logic for bus safety reasons, two racks for the hardware simulations and a Com-

Suited circuitry limits the bus connection inrush puterized Control System, has been designed and
current required by the TDPSM input filters, manufactured.

To increase the reliability of the CPCM the main "
logic and its power supply, part of mini-RTU and I
of the interfaces to/from TDPSMs are cold
redunded;

the change over is managed by Ground Control
via direct telecommands. A high efficiency, low -

size converter providesthe supply to the logic and
to the power relays driving circuitry.

INFERFACE INTERFACE

Fig. 5.1 - PCU Test Station

The Hardware Simulator includes mainly:

Fig. 4.14 - CPCM Control Logic - the Emitter Active Load, that simulates the law
between the beam current and the emitter to

The Elegant Breadboard of the CPCM is shown in accelerator differential voltage (see fig. 5.2)
fig. 4.15 with possibility of computer commanded paramet-

ric variations.
- the accelerator and keeper electrical loads

S •- a thermal mock-up of the thruster (emitter and
, tank) and of the neutralizer (cathode and valve-

vaporizer)
- a set of provisions to simulate some failures of

TDPSM sensors and side heaters for overheating
etc.

- a short circuit simulator to simulate the
interelectrodes discharges

- a Power Supply to provide the Power Bus
J* - some facilities providing the cross check mea-

surement of the main TDPSM/DTA interface parame-
SP ters via dedicated instrumentation.

The emitter active load is realized with a power
triode whose anode current (simulating the emitter

_ current) is controlled via a fast analogue loop
and linked to the Computer Control in order to

Ssimulate the variation of the emitter characteris-
Stic versus temperature and Cesium filling.

Fig. 4.15 - CPCM Elegant Breadboard
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The developed arcing simulator is essentially a HV 6. INTEGRATION TEST
switch constituted by a stack of GTO's with.two
completely HV isolated electrodes; it is capable Then an extensive acceptance tests program have
to substain 16 KV in differential mode and 12 KV been carried out on the complete PCU EBB integrat-
with respect to ground, to switch 10A with ON ed with the Thruster Simulator (fig. 6.1).
times between 2.5 microseconds and some seconds
and to perform repetitive sparks up to 50 Hz.

C uMPTEER Ps 232 imulated

While the thermal mock-up of emitter and tank are ' 3 3I TDPSM
simple equivalent masses of Inconel and Aluminium,
a sophisticated thermal mock-up has been manufac- s 7
tured for cathode and neutralizer in order to t
approximate at best the real high temperatures, - 92 l CPCM
low thermal constants and heat interexchange: it _

is constituted by little size solenoidal
thermoresistance heaters, suited for high tempera-
tures, with the thermocouple welded to and envel- 'clure

S.nulotiafl rRUSTERoped by a quartz tube. com ands TOPSM
SIMULATOR

The Computerized Control System is mainly consti-
tuted by a HP 200 series computer and the related
multiprogrammer supporting the I/O interface with Fig. 6.1 - Integration tests block diagram
the Hardware Simulator.
It performs the following tasks: The test allowed:

- generation of OBDH commands (Memory Load) to the
mini RTU of CPCM - to verify the proper PCU EBB/Thruster Simulator

- acquisition of TLM info every 30 seconds from interfacing
CPCM - to verify the correct telemetry readness by

- activation the active loads according to the DTA direct measurement
simulated status - to verify the ability of the PCU of maintaining

- monitor in real time of PCU status and TLM's any defined steady state and to proper execute
- storage on a hard disk of all the system vari- any possible change of state when ordered

ables to allow off-line post processing and - to verify the capability of the hardware to
analysis sustain failure events inside DTA or TDPSM and

- supply the correct inputs for the simulated the capability of the S/W to perform the correct
TDPSMs recovery procedures.

- generate failure commands to the electrical
simulator and to the thermal simulator Such tests have been performed following formal

- generate spark commands test plan and test procedures; all the data have
- monitor the EMV pulses, compute the Cesium con- been automatically recorded and the most signifi-

sumption and eventually simulate the Cesium cant of them post processed.
overflow. The following test sequence have been applied:

The simulation program is cyclic and synchronized - starting sequence: backout and awake with prepa-
by CPCM. ration for first firing
Some softkey allows the operator to generate asyn- - functional test of all operative modes with
chronous commands and failures at any time. measurement of beam current, temperatures regula-

tion stabilities and overall electrical efficien-
cy

- firing at different beam current levels
- simulation of NSSK corrections: a sequence of

cycles including starting thrust-on and awake
states

35- - endurance test (about 100 hours) in thrust-on

B - failure mode simulations and recovery

E 30. - the sparking simulations of different duration
and repetition between Emitter and Accelerator,

A Emitter and Ground Shield, and Accelerator and

M Keeper.

20 The PCU EBB completed all the tests succesfully.
C The capability of acquiring telemetries at HV

U 15. potential in a sparking environment has been demon-

R strated, with no h/w failure all along the test.
Some of the obtained results are here summarized.

R 10.

E - The beam current is always adjusted at the regu-

N 5 lated value + 1 %.
- Temperatures ripples, around nominal values, are

T (in *C peak-to-peak):
0 .- Specif.Value Measur.Value

10 10.75 11.50 1225 13 13.75 14.50 15.25 16 Emitter 4 4

VE - VACC Tank 5 5
Cathode 50 40
Vaporizer 1 0.5

- Voltages and currents TLMS accuracy: + 0.8 % of
full scale

Fig. 5.2 - Simulated Emitter Characteristic - Good linearity of all the TLMs
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- No variations of the acquisition performaces Next steps will be the integration of the PCU with
for the TLMs sensed at + 10 KV after the simulat- the real thruster and the developing of the Engi-
ed sparks. neering Model of the FEEP system in order to de-
- The table 6.1 shows the output power and the fine the mechanical and thermal interfaces with

power consumption of the TDPSM in different the S/C and the Thruster, just roughly considered
steady states and versus different thrust lev- in the present study.
els: a single TDPSM exhibits in thrust-on at
the nominal thrust level (5 mN equivalent to ACKNOLEDGEMENT
32 mA of beam current) 84.2% of overall effi-
ciency. The authors wishtothank Mrs M. Di Giulio, who

Steady Status Output Input Dissipated Efficiency designed and developed the S/W , Mr S. Arcisto and
power (w) Power I Power (W) I Mr M. Gavioli for their contribution in PCU h/w

developement and Mr A. Soffiantini for his work on

TDPSM-ON 0 18 1 / Thruster Simulator.

Backsout-ON 20 39 19 51.3

Awake-ON 15 35 20 42.8

Neutralizer-ON 19 40.5 21.5 46.9

Thrust-ON
Ibeam - 10 mA 124.4 169.5 45.1 73.4

16 mA 184.2 237.5 53.3 77.6

24 mA 264.9 327.5 62.6 80.9

32 mA 345.3 414.5 69.2 83.3 References

35 mA 375.4 446 70.6 84.2
1. A. Weinberg and J. Schreuders, " A high power

caaingq-N 15 36.5 21.s 41.1 high voltage DC/DC converter for space applica-
Table 6.1 - TDPSM Powers vs Operating State tions", Proceeding of PESC '85, Toilose, 1985.

2. D. O'Sullivan and A. Weinberg," LC : appli-
- The table 6.2 reports the PCU power breakdown at cation in power switching and protection", Pro-

nominal thrust with two TDPSMs operating ceeding of Third ESTEC Spacecraft Power Condi-
simultaneusly; a power consumption of about 850 tioning Seminar, Noordwijk, 1977.
W (i.e. 17 A for a 50 V Power Bus) with an over- 3. G. Passoni, M. Di Giulic, D. Valentian,
all PCU electrical efficiency of 81.3% is esti- "Intelligent on board control for Field Emis-
mated. sion Electric Propulsion System", Proceeding
An improvement of the efficiency up to 84% is of First European In-Orbit Operations Technolo-
expected by replacing TTL with HCMOS. gy Symposium, Darmstadt, 1987.

OwTn POMlEt) IwrU ,M/ -Mtcim 1CT
DSS.POOC C(E

Pmtttr Po r Supply 320 32.6 Ml.2S

IAccl.Poer supply North o0.8 44

Sccel.Pr r Supply Suth 0

p r Po.r Supply North 1.5 1 S
Irpr Power Supply South 0 0.5

. .ters4 E.K.V.s P.Supply 22.9 2.5 0

.Aulltlry Powr Suply / 2

TOS t Toatl 1S.28 414.s6 3.2

TPM 2 Total 345.28 414.6 83.28

rPen Toltl / "S, /

re-TOPSm. P Cabl- 3 /

PCU Tot.l 690.5 4**. 1.32

Table 6.2 - PCU Power Breakdown at Thrust-on

7. CONCLUSION

A big effort has been done in the domain of the
power conditioning and control logic, in terms of
definition of specification and simplification of
design, with the aim to develope a space oriented
Power Conditioning Unit for a Field Emission Elec-
tric Propulsion System mainly devoted to North
South Station Keeping applications.
An Elegant Breadboard PCU has been manufactured
and tested by a dedicated Thruster Simulator,
showing the adeguacy of the design to meet and in
some case exceed the original specification re-
quirements.
Moreover the on-board software capability in manag-
ing a complete FEEP system has been verified.
The reliability shown in the acceptance tests
demonstrates the general validity of the PCU de-
sign.
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